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In this chapter I will describe the new rules and compare

them to the old ones to show where the benefits are.

Attention will be paid to a new exit route which will allow

foreign corporations to subsequently get these low-taxed

profits out of the Dutch tax jurisdiction without having to pay

the 15% Dutch dividend withholding tax. Finally, I will also

address several major side issues (potential complications

which can be avoided by entering into additional tax

planning), in order to arrive at the ‘full picture’.

A bit of history

When the Dutch government decided to relax the

‘participation exemption’ rules from January 1, 2007, real

estate holdings were overlooked until very late in the

legislative process. This gave rise to the introduction of a

new notion in the Dutch Corporation Tax Act, as a ‘repair

exercise’: ‘real estate participation’. Passive real estate

subsidiaries of Dutch entities would not have to meet the

‘subject to at least 10% foreign corporate income tax’ rule

for all other passive investments if the subsidiary’s assets

This summer, the Dutch Ministry of Finance (Ministry) published a Bill of
Law, to become effective January 1, 2010, which will make it easier for an
important group of foreign real estate investors to engage in the
construction and exploitation of foreign real estate via Dutch
intermediate holding companies. In my 2009 contribution to the Euromoney
Corporate Tax Handbook I described the very tax-effective company
structure which reduces the effective worldwide tax rate on real estate
exploitation profits to levels below 10%. These structures have now
become even more appealing due to the Bill of Law, introduced in July 2009. 
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consisted of at least 90% real estate, as defined in 

Dutch civil law (real estate itself and some legal rights to

real estate like long leases of land, and (limited) other

legal rights towards income from and capital gains on 

real estate).

Over the last year and a half, taxpayers active in real estate

construction and exploitation in the form of ‘passive

capital investments’ have been able to convince the

Ministry that the repair job which it did in late 2006 to

make real estate investments by foreign persons in 

non-Dutch real estate via Dutch intermediate holding

companies attractive, still leads to unwanted and

unnecessary restrictions to the application of the Dutch

participation exemption and the Ministry now proposes to

relax the rules from 2010 and onwards.

It should be emphasised that the ‘unintended restrictions’

of the 2007 Corporate Income Tax Act do not apply to

companies which run a genuine trade or enterprise in the

real estate sector (‘active’ real estate development and

exploitation; i.e., professional real estate development and

exploitation companies). Real estate subsidiaries of such

companies are subject to the Dutch participation

exemption, regardless of the tax percentage they pay

abroad, and this will remain to be the case. 

Even zero foreign tax will not jeopardise the application of

the Dutch participation exemption. The changes discussed

in the next paragraph will not affect these enterprises as

they already have access to ‘the best of all worlds’ as

concerns their international tax planning for real estate

investments. The changes discussed here are for passive

real estate investment projects only.

What will change?  

The Ministry proposes to delete the special sub-paragraph

on ‘real estate participations’, which automatically also

deletes the aforementioned ‘90% rule’. This rule, longer

term, might be hard to constantly comply with. Two

problem areas were brought to the government’s

attention, which were discussed in the 2010 Bill of Law,

now published:

a) in case (part of ) the real estate catches fire and needs

to be rebuilt, it may well be that more than 10% of the

subsidiary’s assets become a ‘receivable on insurance

company’ which is not real estate in the sense of Dutch

civil law, so the subsidiary would, during the rebuilding

phase, not be covered by the participation exemption

and a future gain with the shares of the entity would

partly (pro rata) become taxable;

b) similarly if a tenant does not pay his rent in time, the

subsidiary’s balance sheet could easily start to contain

‘receivables on tenants’ for an amount exceeding 10%

of all assets, with a similar result as under a) above.

Advance tax rulings for passive foreign real estate entities

below Dutch intermediate holding companies have been

issued. I have been told by reliable sources that the rulings

have covered these aspects and the taxpayers agreed to

the non-applicability of the participation exemption if such

events, or similar misfortunes, would affect their ‘passive’

foreign real estate construction and/or exploitation

subsidiaries on a pro rata basis (if the subsidiary does not

qualify – on hindsight – during say 14% of its lifetime, 14%

of the dividends and 14% of the capital gain would become

subject to Dutch corporate income tax). These taxpayers

probably thought that they could find workarounds to

these problems if such situations occurred (e.g., by selling

the insurance company or tenant’s receivable to a group

company for cash so they would not appear in the balance

sheet of the real estate companies whereafter the cash

would immediately be reinvested in real estate – the most

logical solution).  

The new rule, as from January 1, 2010 (widely accepted as

an improvement in the many comments to the Bill from

taxpayers and tax advisers), is that real estate construction

and exploitation activities will always qualify as ‘active

business’, regardless of the (foreign) corporation tax

percentage which will apply to their profits.

So the restrictive 90% rule will not apply as from January 1,

2010. In the event where the real estate under

consideration presents less than 50% of the assets of an

entity whose other assets must be considered ‘passive
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assets’ (as defined in the new article 13 CITA), the

participation exemption would not apply to benefits which

a Dutch holding company will acquire in the form of

dividends from or capital gains on the shares of such

entities. In such a case, the other passive assets (for

example, group financing, group leasing and group

licensing assets) may ‘contaminate’ the real estate assets if

they exceed the base rule that ‘a passive entity is an entity

which – in majority – employs passive assets’.

So the worst case scenario would be that the 90% rule has

now been reduced to a ‘50% rule’ and in most cases there

will be other ‘active assets’ next to real estate which will

count positively for the general ‘less than 50% passive

assets’ test. The Bill of Law can, therefore, only be

welcomed: it will avoid a lot of discussions and a lot of

uncertainty, which at present deters real estate investors

from using the otherwise so beneficial ‘Holland routing’.

Hybrid foreign real estate holdings:
an opportunity to create 
tax-deductible interest expense 
in a foreign entity without income
pick-up elsewhere

In a landmark decision in 2003, the Dutch Supreme Tax

Court cast the verdict that the Dutch tax consolidation

rules overrule the Dutch foreign branch profits exemption

rule. This implied that if a Dutch entity is part of a 

so-called ‘fiscal unity’, it will not only be able to set off

taxable profits of one tax group entity against tax losses

of other tax group entities, but also that agreements in

place between tax group members become null and void

since one cannot transact with oneself. This then leads to

the conclusion that any expenses and (corresponding)

income which result from these agreements, will have to

be eliminated when calculating taxable profit. If the

agreement is between two Dutch entities only, without any

international effect, one company of the tax group loses

the ability to deduct certain expenses, but the other group

member will not have to show its receipts as income; a

tax-neutral exercise. But the case at hand dealt with two

Dutch entities, one of which operated a foreign business

to which the intra-group expenses were allocable. The

Supreme Tax Court judgment, therefore, implied that the

expense element of the intra-group contract is 

tax-deductible abroad, while the corresponding income 

is not taxable in the Netherlands!

The verdict had no major consequences for the Dutch tax

practice until January 1, 2005; the year in which several

new tax consolidation rules were enacted. At this occasion,

the Dutch Ministry of Finance decided to implement the

Supreme Court verdict in the new ‘fiscal unity’ rules by

eliminating an anti-abuse article which contained a 

claw-back provision for such expenses, other than for

interest payments. Quite a decision, although it went

almost unnoticed and was not discussed at any length

during the legislative process and also failed to attract

attention from the tax consultancy sector since ‘nothing

much’ changed at that point in time.

It took until January 1, 2007 for tax payers to be able to truly

benefit from the Supreme Court case at the occasion of the

abolishment of what was commonly known in the

Netherlands as the codification of the ‘Saracreek provision’

in the fiscal unity rules (now in article 15ac CITA). And it took

yet another change to the Dutch participation exemption

rules to make it all work: the abolishment of yet another

restrictive rule: the non-applicability of the participation

exemption to subsidiaries not subject to foreign profits tax

from January 1, 2007 onwards. This feature, in combination

with tax policy published by the Ministry in a so-called

Resolution CPP2004/2730M, allowed taxpayers, from

January 1, 2007 onwards, to circumvent the remaining

restriction of article 15ac CITA for interest expense too, by

routing the loans via a hybrid foreign limited partnership. 

So the bottom line of a number of changes to Dutch tax law

or the interpretation thereof by the Dutch Supreme Tax

Court, in combination, and spread over some four years,

was that interest paid between two Dutch tax consolidated

companies may lead to a deduction of interest expense for

tax purposes abroad without a corresponding pick-up of

interest income in the Netherlands. The only remaining

question here is whether or not the country in which the

real estate is situated recognises tax-transparent limited

partnerships which, under the rules of Resolution

CPP2004/2730M, would qualify as ‘similar to Dutch

Limited Partnerships’.
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The result

A possibility to create a major tax deduction in a high tax

country without an income pick-up anywhere else is not on

offer every day. Private persons or family trusts, or other

‘passive’ real estate investors, interested in investing part

of their savings or net wealth in foreign real estate (i.e., real

estate outside their own country of residence and also

outside the Netherlands) should seriously consider routing

these savings via a Dutch intermediate holding company

structure. This may increase the yield of their investments

quite considerably, since the equity part of their real estate

investments can be reclassified for foreign tax purposes as

loans, which in most cases gives rise to a foreign tax

deduction for (mortgage) interest which is not a third party

expense but in fact no expense at all, neither internally nor

externally. We shall be glad to share the details of this

powerful tax product with anyone who is interested.

This tax saving is available both to companies which are

‘actively engaged’ in real estate construction and

exploitation, and now also for a larger group of passive

investors, who used to face a ‘90% real estate test’ which

will be brought back to a much more simple ‘50% passive

assets test’ as outlined above. Even if the foreign effective

corporate income tax rate on the profits of the real estate

exploitation falls below 10% (which is certainly possible with

our recommended structure) then the Dutch participation

exemption to the foreign dividends will still apply.

Related issues

If a Dutch legal entity is able to realise relatively high after

tax income, the next question becomes: how can the

foreign investor take his money out of the Netherlands

without suffering the 15% Dutch dividend tax. In many

situations, the Dutch dividend tax is reduced to zero (tax

treaties; EU parent/subsidiary rules) but if this is not the

case, additional tax planning may be required. This is often

done by inserting a Cypriot company into the dividends

loop or a Dutch ‘cooperative association’ (Coop). This

should, in essence, take care of the Dutch dividend tax: a

Cypriot company is an EU company so the Dutch dividend

tax will be reduced to zero in ‘real’ cases and a Coop is an

entity, not subject to Dutch dividends tax but nonetheless

eligible to act as the parent in a ‘fiscal unity’ so it has full

access to the participation exemption and the connected

dividend tax exemption.

When addressing ‘passive’ real estate investments, like we

do in this chapter, there are two additional complications,

however, which are both often overlooked:

a) There is doubt that the participation exemption will

apply if the top level of an investment structure (the

owner(s) of the Dutch holding company) does not

consist of entities which run an active real estate trade

or enterprise but of private persons, family funds and

banks. who want to passively invest in foreign real

estate; rather old adverse case law, known as BNB

1974/2, may still apply, and the repair job which the

Ministry did in 1975 by publishing a resolution known

as BNB 1975/11 does not help in situations of private

persons, family trusts or financial institutions who

invest in a Dutch entity.

Hybrid LLP planning Exhibit 1

Source: Merlyn Tax Solutions group
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b) The absence of an active trade or business at the level

of the owners of the Dutch holding company may also

give rise to the applicability of a rather nasty article in

the Dutch Corporation Tax Act: the ‘substantial

interest’ rule. A foreign legal entity which has a

‘substantial interest’, as defined by law, in a Dutch

entity (in essence: a shareholding of 5% or more), may

have to pay Dutch corporation tax, not only on the

dividends he receives but also on any interest received

and on the capital gain to be realised in the future

when selling the shares in the Dutch entity. Trading off

15% tax on dividends against 25.5% corporation tax on

dividends, interest and capital gains, is not the best of

ideas. Yet, the Cyprus exit and the Coop are often

advised, even by large international law firms.

Neither the Cyprus exit, nor the Coop is able to avoid the

substantial interest trap. There is no tax treaty between

Cyprus and the Netherlands, so the Netherlands is

entirely free to levy corporation tax on dividends paid on

‘substantial interest’ shares. And a Coop, for corporation

tax, is treated similar to a Dutch limited liability

company. Taxpayers using these ‘solutions’ may,

therefore, be sitting on a time bomb. The Dutch tax

authorities have recently begun to attack these

structures and are now internally investigating which

taxpayers employ them. Questionnaires will follow...

The good news is that a substantial interest problem, if it

would occur, can be solved, by inserting a different entity

into the loop than a Cypriot entity or a Coop. An EU country

with which the Netherlands does have a tax treaty, has

recently changed its rules on its internal dealing with

foreign dividends and capital gains and is now the ‘ideal’

exit against 0% Dutch dividend tax, without attracting the

risk of having to pay 25.5% corporation tax instead.

Readers who employ a Cypriot parent company for their

Dutch intermediate holding company or a Coop and would

like to know if they are indeed sitting on a time bomb are

advised to contact me to find out. My contact details can

be found elsewhere in this chapter. 

Another good thing is that the Ministry offers guidance in a

special ‘venture capital’ Resolution on how the risks of

BNB 1974/2 can be avoided if BNB 1975/11 does not

already provide a solution.

Conclusions and recommendations

International real estate investors from outside the

Netherlands have been able to invest in (non-Dutch) real

estate via the Netherlands in a very tax-effective way, since

January 1, 2007. Holland routing allows them to transform

the equity portion of their investments, solely for tax

purposes, into quasi debt, which creates an artificial, but

nonetheless tax-deductible, interest expense in the foreign

entity which exploits the real estate, substantially reducing

its corporate income tax payable. The Dutch tax

consolidation rules, as interpreted by the Dutch Supreme

Tax Court, subsequently avoid the interest payments

received by the Dutch top holding company from being

subjected to Dutch corporation tax.

Dutch tax law implicitly distinguishes between ‘active’ and

‘passive’ real estate investments. The latter category

usually comprises wealthy private individuals who want to

invest part of their savings in real estate. Compared to

professional real estate development companies, who have

been able to use the new Dutch rules to their substantial

financial advantage since January 1, 2007, the ‘passive’

investors still faced a number of restrictions:

1. uncertainty about the applicability of the participation

exemption;

2. the risk of not being able to meet the 90% test;

3. the risk of becoming subject to Dutch corporation tax

on Dutch dividend payments under the ‘substantial

interest’ rule; and

4. an inability to substantially reduce the Dutch dividend

withholding tax of 15% to zero.

My message is that, between January 1, 2007 and today,

considerable progress has been made with each of these

complications:
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1) the applicability of the participation exemption can be

secured by applying the rules published by the

Ministry for venture capital investments – these apply

to real estate investments as well;

2) the ‘90% test’ will be abolished from January 1, 2010,

which means that there will only be a general ‘50% test’

and even that test will not apply in most cases; and

3) the substantial interest risk and the Dutch dividend tax

can both be entirely avoided by using a new exit

technique for Dutch dividends via an intermediate

holding company in a previously unattractive EU

country (from a tax viewpoint that is) which recently

changed its internal rules on how foreign dividends

and capital gains are treated for corporate income tax,

to the vast benefit of international businesses. 

We shall be glad to assist foreign real estate investors,

both professional real estate developers and exploiters

and wealthy individuals seeking ‘portfolio investments’ in

foreign real estate, with setting up the very tax-effective

structures mentioned in this chapter. We offer our tax

planning and structuring services in this area on the basis

of a success fee (a percentage of the tax savings) so no-

one should be worried about incurring consultancy charges

if they contact us to discuss whether our tax reduction

structure would work for them, too. There will be no such

charges: we provide free international tax advice including

free second opinions on existing structures, knowing that

this will bring us new clients whose current Dutch tax

advisers have trouble offering them the state-of-the-art tax

opportunity discussed above or have advised structures

which often are not tax-effective at all, such as Cyprus

holding companies or ‘Coops’.

The real estate sector is facing considerable commercial

difficulties, lately, as a result of the financial crisis. One

effect will be that the equity part of real estate investments

International tax advice in all major tax areas including the new VAT rules
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will have to increase compared to the past. It is this equity

part which determines the tax savings: the more equity

that is put in, the higher the tax savings can be, which will

substantially leverage the after-tax distributable net

income of a real estate investment structure. So bad

(crisis) news may not be bad (tax) news at all and, in fact,

may be quite the opposite.

Note:

* Jos Peters started to write articles on international tax matters in

reputable tax magazines in 1986, just after he became an

international tax adviser. His articles are always practical and point

out considerable tax savings opportunities or considerable tax risks.

Mr. Peters has contributed many articles since and has also been a

regular contributor to The Euromoney Corporate Tax Handbook. The

2010 issue is his fifth consecutive contribution. Congratulations!
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